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NÉV: 

Angol 5-6. osztály 
 

1. Complete the dialogue. 

Emma Hi! 

You 0 Hello! 

Emma What’s the weather like today? 

You 1 ______________________________. 

Emma           What time is it? 

You 2 ______________________________. 

Emma Can you jump? 

You 3 ______________________________. 

Emma What do you do in your free time? 

You 4 ______________________________. 

Emma Have you got brown eyes? 

You 5 ______________________________. 

 5p/ 

2. Choose the correct answer, A, B, C or D. 
 
1. Pamela has got .......... and she’s quite tall. 
 A) dark hair  B) hair dark  C) a dark hair  D) dark hairs 
 
2.  .......... up at six o’clock in the morning. 
 A) I sometimes get  B) I get sometimes  C) I’m sometimes getting 

D) I’m getting sometimes 
 
3. We .......... the shopping every Saturday morning. 
 A) buy   B) make  C) do   D) have 
 
4. My birthday is .......... August. 

A) nine of  B) on the ninth of C) the ninth in  D) the nine of  
 
5. You .......... your work now, it’s very important. 

A) must do  B) are must do  C) must to do  D) must doing 
 
6. Diana has a boyfriend called George but I don’t know .......... . 
 A) he   B) it   C) her   D) him 
 
7. John is in his room. .......... some emails to his friends.  
 A) He’s writting B He’s writing C) He’s writeing D) He writes 
 
 7p/ 



3. Read and complete this part of a classic tale. Use these words. There is an extra word. 

singing, day, window, eyes, run, plates, under a tree, mirror, seven, tired, asks, forest                        

 

                                                                                  

                                 Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs                           

In a far away kingdom a prince's daughter grows up happily. She is very pretty with blue 1______ 

and long black hair. She has a smooth fair skin so everybody calls her Snow White. Everyone 

agrees that she is very beautiful. She has a jealous stepmother who has a magic 2_______. She 

is very beautiful, too. Her magic mirror tells her this every day when she 3_______ it. "Mirror, 

mirror on the wall, who is the most beautiful of all?" It replies:: "You are my dear lady"  

Days, months and years pass by and one 4______ the mirror says "Snow White is the most 

beautiful of all." The stepmother becomes very angry. She starts making plans to get rid of Snow 

White. She calls a servant and says him to take Snow White to the deep 5_______ and kill her. 

When they arrive the man changes his mind because she is so beautiful. He runs away leaving 

her in the forest alone. Night comes and Snow White begins to cry sadly. She is scared and 

6______. Finally, she falls into sleep 7__________. She wakes up with the morning sun and 

hears the birds 8_______ all around. She tries to find her way to the castle and she finds a path. 

She follows it hopefully. After some time she comes across a strange cottage. It has a small door 

and 9__________. Everything in this cottage is smaller than normal. She knocks at the door but 

there is no answer. She pushes the door and it opens. She looks at the tools in the kitchen and 

says "I wonder who lives here?" "What small spoons and 10_________! There are seven of each 

item so there must be 11________   people.”   … 

cottage = a small and usually old house 
servant = a person who is doing work (cooking, cleaning) in somebody’s house  
path= a way across a piece of land 
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4. Name these things in the picture. 
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5. Write about your favourite animal. Describe it  to your friend. 
 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
It has got____________________________________________________________ 
 
It is_________________________________________________________________ 
 
It lives in ____________________________________________________________ 
 
It eats_______________________________________________________________ 
 
It can_______________________________________________________________ 
 
It likes______________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
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